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9. Verb specificity 
 
 
 
9.1 Introduction 
 
 
In this chapter, the final research question is answered: 

Do children with SLI differ from normals in the specificity with which they 
name actions, as expressed in specific versus non-specific verb labels? 

 
In Chapter 6, a survey was given of research on the verb lexicon of children with SLI. 
In particular, the studies on diversity by Rice and her colleagues were discussed in 
some depth (6.3.2). The main claims that were made in these studies are that lexical 
verb diversity is low in children with SLI and that a small set of general all-purpose 
(GAP) verbs constitutes a disproportionate part of their lexicon (Rice, 1991; Rice & 
Bode, 1993; Watkins et al., 1993). In Chapter 7, some of these claims were put to the 
test. For the data gathered by Bol and Kuiken (1988) Verb Type Token Ratios were 
computed. In addition, a set of high frequency verbs was established, following the 
method of Watkins et al. (1993). Verb diversity was found not to differ between SLI 
children and their MLU matches. As for the GAP verbs, I argued that circularity easily 
enters the analysis of GAP verb use if there is no criterion by which to determine the 
hypernym status of the verb (7.2.4). As an alternative, I proposed the Wordnet lexical 
database as a way of measuring the degree of specificity of a lexical item.  
In this chapter an experiment will be described that contains action items for which the 
labels were located in the Wordnet hierarchy beforehand. The items call for specific 
verbs for which a non-specific alternative is available. In the next section I will 
elaborate on the rationale that underlies the Wordnet program. The experiment (that 
was described in section 3.4.4.2) requires the children to name actions watched on 
video. The actions depicted represent manners of performing an action. This makes the 
task a measure of children’s propensity either to select a specific verb or to resort to a 
less specific verb label. The four sets of verbs that were investigated referred to: 
manners of going, manners of putting, manners of cutting and manners of cleaning. 
‘Go’, ‘put’, etc. are the hypernymic verbs that could stand in for the specific label. 
 
Verb specificity has a relationship to argument structure, Rice (1991) proposed. Low 
diversity equals a small number of verb items (types). Low diversity also, by 
implication, involves a small number of argument structures. In Rice’s view, children 
with SLI face difficulties learning verbs. That verbs have argument structures is one of 
the factors that contribute to their complexity. The claim that the argument structures 
of GAP verbs are stand-ins for the argument structures of more specific verbs entails 
that argument structures of specific verbs are more vulnerable than those of GAP 
verbs. A prediction that follows from this is that the argument structures of 
semantically non-specific verbs are more robust than the argument structures of verbs 
that are specified for manner. This prediction will be tested in section 9.3.         
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9.1.1 Verbs in the lexicon 
 
Before the past decade, most of traditional lexical semantics was devoted to other 
categories than verbs. Nouns drew substantially more attention. Older books on 
semantics more or less ignore verbs in their description of semantic features and 
relations (Kempson, 1977; Lyons, 1977). The shift in focus from nouns to verbs was 
accompanied by a boom in studies that targeted verb argument structure. The 
consequence was that lexicography changed.  
Levin and Pinker’s (1991) volume (entitled, after all, Lexical and conceptual 
semantics) is a showcase for the changing approach to lexicography. In it, all but one 
of the chapters are about verb argument structure and event structure. Pinker’s (1989a) 
book as well as Levin’s (1993) monograph are outspoken illustrations of this new 
school of semantics. The syntactic behaviour of verbs is taken as the reference point 
for fine-grained taxonomies that classify verbs by how they behave differently when a 
single component of meaning sets them apart. This specificity is required for the 
investigator to be able to explain which verb frames the verbs allow or disallow. It is 
not primarily provoked by differences in the actions that the verbs label. After all, the 
issue that requires explanation is precisely that verbs that have apparently identical 
meanings do not have the same (set of) subcategorisation frames (take Pinker’s 
example of how ‘give’ allows for a double object dative, while ‘donate’ does not). So 
we find books that have the word ‘semantics’ in their titles and at the same time tap a 
lot of syntactic sources between their covers. Perhaps the intricate correlation of 
syntax and semantics that verbs demonstrate is what made lexicographers wary of 
verbs in the first place.  
 
In this chapter,  I concentrate first of all on lexicon-internal relations. The issue here is 
world-to-word linking. 
  
The problems that confront a lexicographer when the meaning of a verb must be 
determined are sketched by Miller and Fellbaum (1991). When lexical items are 
described in a hierarchical way, verbs lack some of the basic 'building blocks' that 
permit decomposition of meaning in nouns. For instance, part-whole relationships are 
not a valid tool for decomposing verbs. It cannot be truly said that whispering is 'a part 
of talking'. A more correct formula would be: 'whispering is a way of talking'. This is 
how Miller and Fellbaum (1991) want to account for lexical relations between verbs: 
verbs are related to their hypernyms by a troponymical relationship - 'tropos' meaning 
'a way of, a manner or fashion’101. In their lexical model - that is operationalised in 
Wordnet, a computerised lexicon - verbs are connected by troponymy and entailment 
relations. The Wordnet ‘Browser’ can be consulted on various relations. Taking the 
verb pour, the Browser can specify what synonyms are available, what hypernyms 

                                                 
101The manners in which a troponym may specify its hypernym are manifold: “Since the aim is to study 
relations between verbs, rather than between the building blocks that make them up, the many different 
kinds of elaboration that distinguish a ‘verb hyponym’ from its superordinate have been merged into a 
manner relation [...] dubbed troponymy” (Fellbaum, 1993:47).  
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there are (pour is one way of...), what troponyms it has (particular ways to pour) and 
what pouring entails. (At the same time, for any noun X, the Browser will show that X 
is ‘a kind of’ Y, or ‘a part of’ Z.)   
The term ‘relational semantics’ finds a new context in the Wordnet literature. As 
Fellbaum (1993) points out, relational semantic analysis can be contrasted with 
semantic decomposition as a different way of looking at word meaning. While 
semantic decomposition analyses meaning into the smallest atoms of meaning, 
relational analysis starts from lexical items. Word meanings are marked off in relation 
to the meanings of adjoining lexical items. This is done by making the relation 
between lexical items explicit in formulas like the ones cited in the previous paragraph 
(decomposition, on the other hand, would involve specifying all semantic features 
involved). 
Decomposition is always at stake when word meaning is analysed. Descriptively, verbs 
may be decomposed into classes on the basis of common aspects of semantic structure. 
Miller (1990) specifies non-core information by referring to troponymic relations: a verb 
may have the meaning of doing X (core; e.g. GO, PUT) in a certain way. These concepts 
can be translated into a measure of semantic complexity: add more core information to 
conceptual structure, or more information specified in a troponymic relation, and a 
predicate is bound to be more complex than one that calls for fewer of these elements. 
This concept of meaning as consisting of several layers is relevant for verb acquisition: 
Gentner (1978) suggested that verb learning is itself a compositional process, in which 
the lexical item is learned component-by-component. 
 
 
9.2 The experiment 
 
 
The children in the current investigation were presented videotaped actions and faced 
the task of labelling them. Ideally, they would do so by producing a full sentence but 
the request to tell the researcher ‘what happened’ could also be met by an answer that 
contained a single infinitival action label. A full sentence would make it possible to 
check whether the verb was accompanied by arguments (most children did, and I will 
analyse their sentences in section 9.3). However, the primary goal of this confrontation 
naming task was to test the children’s sensitivity to (troponymic) layers of meaning in 
cases where a more general verb (a hypernym or, in terms of functionality, a GAP 
verb) was ready for use. Verbs were included that reflected ways of cleaning (Dutch: 
schoonmaken, ‘make clean’), of going (gaan, ‘go’), of putting (doen, ‘do’) and of 
cutting (kapotmaken, ‘make broken’). The bracketed literal translations indicate a 
certain amount of difference in lexicalisation across languages: some hypernyms in 
Dutch are arguably particle verbs; their first part can be separated from the (finite) 
verb. 
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9.2.1  Analytical categories 
 
Table 9.1. Categories for troponym analysis: examples 
 
T:  de meneer hangt de fototoestel aan de deur102 (girl, SLI, 8;4) 
  ‘the gentleman hangs the camera on the door’ 
H:  fototoestel oppe deur doen (boy, SLI,  6;11) 
  ‘camera on door put’ 
M:  een vader legge zo fototoestel op de deur (boy, SLI, 7;7) 
  ‘a father lay such camera on the door’ 
I:  de fotoestel was even op de deur (boy, SLI, 7;5) 
  ‘the camera was for a moment on the door’ 
-V  melk in de koffie (girl, SLI, 6;2) 
  ‘milk in the coffee’ (target verb: schenken or gieten (‘pour’) 
 
The descriptive categories that were used to code the children’s responses were as 
follows (for examples, see Table 9.1):   
Troponym (T): a semantically specific verb that reflects the manner of the action as 

well as the core meaning; 
Hypernym (H): a general verb, not specified for manner. This verb is hierarchically 

higher than the troponym.  
Mismatch (M): a verb that is semantically related to the target, but has different 

manner features - the manner is misinterpreted by the child. A mismatch is not a 
hypernym; it has a troponymical relationship to the same hypernym the target 
verb is related to. 

Irrelevant (I): a verb that reflects an aspect of the action that was not targeted and that 
is not covered by the target verb (unlike a mismatch, this verb has no troponymic 
relationship to the target’s hypernym). A response was also coded Irrelevant 
when no analysable utterance was recorded (these were rare instances). 

Responses without a verbal predicate (-V): the child produces one or more 
constituents (arguments) but omits the verbal predicate that plausibly projects 
them. 

 
9.2.2 Results 
 
Tables 9.2 to 9.4 show the collapsed figures for all items - In the following sections, I 
will break down these figures in order to qualify response patterns for semantic 
subclasses.  
 
The group differences make up a clear profile of the SLI children’s performance. 
Significant differences were found for every category (Table 9.4). 

                                                 
102In the T, H, M, I examples the target verb is the same: hangen (‘hang’); -V was not found with this verb. 
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Children with SLI used fewer troponyms than their vocabulary age matches. The 
hypernyms that were contained in the task (the alternate candidates for the 
semantically specific verbs) were used more often by the children with SLI.  
Mismatches were also produced more often by the impaired children than by the 
controls. Mismatches are strongly dependent on the composition of the verb’s 
meaning. The relevant components will be discussed in the following sections.  
Another way in which the children with SLI sometimes failed the task was by omitting 
the verbal predicate and producing ‘postverbal’ constituents only, whether consistent 
with the target verb’s argument structure or not. This sort of error (-V), that may be a 
corollary of the children’s syntactic difficulties, was exclusive to the SLI group. The 
children in this group also produced more irrelevant responses, which may be 
indicative of a problem in taking stock of an action scene in order to select the most 
adequate label for the action. 
These differences are important in view of the matching tool that was applied. 
Children with a similar expressive vocabulary as measured by a standardised test 
perform differently on a genuine lexical measure. One would expect the results to 
mirror the similarity in general lexical skills.   
Two explanations are viable. One leads us to question the validity of the vocabulary 
test. It is true that vocabulary measures are noun-biased. Even so, this would illustrate 
that performance on verbs does not follow measures of overall lexical ability.  
The other explanation is compatible with the first. The results may show - and here we 
follow the metaphors of MLU matching - that there is a dip in the profile of the 
children’s lexicon where the verbs are. So, while the independent variable (vocabulary 
age) represents a global measure, performance on the dependent variable shows there 
are irregularities in the SLI group’s profile when a particular lexical class is singled 
out for observation. 
 
Table 9.2. Verb specificity task. Responses by category; group totals across items 
 
 Troponyms Hypernyms Mismatches Responses 

without a 
verbal 
predicate 

Irrelevant 
responses 

Children 
with SLI 

496 152 125 30 70 

VA matches 650 107 74 0 39 
 
Table 9.3. Verb specificity task. Responses by category; means (and standard 
deviations) across items 
 
 Troponyms Hypernyms Mismatches Responses 

without a 
verbal 
predicate 

Irrelevant 
responses 

Children 14.17 4.34 3.57 0.86 2.05 
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with SLI (2.92) (1.92) (1.86) (1.46) (0.90) 
VA matches 18.60 

(2.12) 
3.05 
(1.68) 

2.14 
(1.16) 

0.00 1.20 
(1.02) 

Table 9.4. Verb specificity task.  Group differences 
 
Troponyms SLI<VA p=.0000; Z=-5.6070 
Hypernyms SLI>VA p=.0044; Z=-2.8466 
Mismatches SLI>VA p=.0006; Z=-3.4492 
Responses without a verbal 
predicate 

SLI>VA p=.0001; Z=-3.9423 

Irrelevant responses SLI>VA p=.0004; Z=-3.5300 
 
In the following sections categories and individual items will be monitored. Because 
the behaviour of a single item may influence the number of members of a category 
crucially, in this discussion I will refrain from statistical probing. The primary aim is 
to focus on the errors that were found and to illustrate some of the semantic features 
children have difficulty with. As some items fail to gather many correct responses 
from either group, I will sometimes refer to the responses of the adult controls, in 
order to guard us against target verbs that are faulty. 
 
9.2.2.1 Manners of going 
 
rollen (‘roll’) 
klimmen (‘climb’) 
kruipen (‘crawl’)103 
dansen (‘dance’) 
hinkelen (‘hop’) 
huppelen (‘skip’) 
touwtjespringen (‘skip rope’) 
 
With each class of verbs, I will refer to the semantic relations that are specified in the 
Wordnet database for the translation equivalents of the items and, if necessary, point 
out intralinguistic contrasts that are not accounted for by Wordnet, due to its language 
of choice. The present set of verbs represents manners of going or moving (in these 
verbs, motion and manner are conflated in the meaning of a single verb: Talmy, 1985; 
the Levin, 1993, label is ‘manner of motion verbs’104). In Dutch, the hypernym would 
be gaan (‘go’). Mismatches substitute a different manner of going, for example lopen 
(‘walk’) for kruipen.   
One item, the action for which the targeted verb was rollen, may have suffered from 
artefact. Although no agent was visible in the scene, children took an agent rather than 
the theme as subject. This resulted in their selection of the verb schoppen (‘kick’) as a 

                                                 
103The verb kruipen was elicited twice, in different scenes. 
104The verb classes that Levin (1993) lists have a different purpose. They serve to classify verbs by 
syntactic behaviour. These classes constitute the ‘narrow conflation classes’ that Pinker (1989) appeals to 
for explaining how verbs groupwise undergo argument structure alternations. 
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substitute for the target verb. Following the definitions above, this was coded as I. This 
accounted for most I-responses (Only 3 out of 19 adults made a similar mistake). 
Another item that was sometimes misinterpreted was huppelen. The skipping 
movement was made by a girl who went across an empty road; oversteken (‘cross’) 
was scored as I, although in fact crossing was what happened as well - this conflation 
was an artefact of the picture presented to the child (this confusion was reflected by 
the responses from the adults: 12 selected huppelen, 7 preferred oversteken).  
Table 9.5 lists the results for the motion verbs. All occurrences of hypernyms 
contained a finite form of gaan, apart from three responses in which the main verb was 
the accomplishment verb (Vendler, 1957) komen (‘come’). Hypernyms for this class of 
verbs did not result in errors; mismatches did.  
 
Table 9.5. Response group totals for ‘manner of going’ verbs across items 
 
 Troponyms Hypernyms Mismatches Responses 

without a 
verbal 
predicate 

Irrelevant 
responses 

Children 
with SLI 

176 17 45 11 31 

VA matches 226 13 18 0 23 
 
Table 9.6 contains the most frequent substitutions. One thing that is revealing is the 
substitution of lopen (‘walk’) for manner of going verbs. Sure enough, lopen is a 
troponym of gaan. In that sense it exists on an intermediate level between the 
troponyms contained in the task and the generic label gaan. Still, it is not compatible 
with the movements that were pictured in the elicitor and its use reflects clear errors: 
there is no way in which acts of climbing or crawling can be labelled as (manners of) 
walking .  
One item that produced almost all tokens of the most frequent error type was an item 
that pictured the act of crawling. In it, a girl crawled over a tree trunk. The picture did 
not show the child climbing onto the tree trunk. When the action picture started, she 
was already on top of the trunk. This means that the erroneous label can either have 
resulted from an action that the child assumed preceded the one in the picture, or 
reflects a genuine mismatch that misrepresents the action.  
Finally, in four responses language-impaired children separated the manner from the 
verb, by complementing the verb springen with a PP (with/over the rope105) or by 
using the word huppelen and adding ‘on one leg’ - in fact resulting in a dictionary-like 
description of hinkelen (both responses occurred twice). That children exchanged 
huppelen and hinkelen showed a confusion, mainly on the part of children with SLI,  
between two verbs that are subtly different in meaning. These examples can be said to 
illustrate the compositional learning process proposed for verbs by Gentner (1978). 
 
                                                 
105Unlike in English, the Dutch item is labelled by a compound verb. If the child only mentioned the verb 
root springen or put touw(tje) in a PP, this was counted as a mismatch.  
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Table 9.6. Number of substitution errors per group for’ manner of going’  verbs 
 
 Children with SLI VA matches 
kruipen > klimmen 9 6 
klimmen > lopen 7 3 
hinkelen > huppelen 5 1 
touwtjespringen > springen 
(‘jump’) 

5 0 

huppelen > hinkelen 4 0 
huppelen > lopen 4 0 
kruipen > lopen 4 0 

 
9.2.2.2 Manners of putting 
 
naaien (‘sew’) 
ophangen (‘hang’)106 
schenken / gieten (‘pour’) 
(op)plakken / lijmen107 (‘stick’ / ‘glue’) 
opprikken (‘pin’) 
zetten (‘stand’) 
stoppen (‘stuff’) 
leggen (‘lay’) 
 
In this set of verbs, two subclasses of verbs are collapsed. Half of the verbs express 
specific ways to ‘attach’ or ‘connect, link, tie’ in Wordnet terms (naaien, ophangen, 
plakken, opprikken). The remaining items (schenken, zetten, stoppen, leggen) are ways 
to ‘put, set, place’ or (higher up in the hierarchy) ‘move, displace’. It seems that both 
sets are prone to substitution of the troponym by doen (‘do’), that is best translated 
here as ‘put’. Mismatches here include misinterpretations of the orientation of the 
action: leggen (horizontal) instead of zetten (vertical) or vice versa (Levin, 1993, calls 
them ‘verbs of putting in a spatial configuration’). 
 
The item ‘stuff’ elicited a lot of hypernyms (Table 9.7). Doen was substituted for 
stoppen. The additional semantic feature that is accounted for by the troponym points 
at a container (goal) that fits tightly around the object (theme). Because the troponym 
was so unpopular with the children, the adult behaviour was checked. The troponym 
was used by 12 out of 19 subjects (4 used the hypernym, 3 focused on a different part 
of the action (I)). 
An item that was often answered with a substitution was opprikken (Table 9.8). A man 
was seen pinning a picture on a notice board with a thumbtack. Children quite often 

                                                 
106The prefix op- is a particle. In line with what was said on particles before, the particle can be substituted 
for a PP - the only difference being that the goal (NP) is not expressed. 
107These verbs are equivalent troponyms. 
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labelled this action using the Dutch equivalent of ‘hang’, omitting the instrument 
feature that distinguishes the two verbs. This label is not wrong (after all, the action 
entails hanging the picture on the board) but it fails to reflect one specific element of 
the action. The performance of the adult controls showed that opprikken is the most 
common label for the action pictured: 15 out of 19 used the correct troponym. 
Substitution by opplakken, on the other hand, is a straightforward error: plakken 
involves glue, not tacks, which means that the action does not entail the substituted 
one; instead, a different and incorrect manner (‘tropos’) is expressed.  
 
Table 9.7. Response group totals for ‘manner of putting’ verbs across items 
 
 Troponyms Hypernyms Mismatches Responses 

without a 
verbal 
predicate 

Irrelevant 
responses 

Children 
with SLI 

137 61 53 11 18 

VA matches 196 46 34 0 4 
 
The action associated with zetten showed a man standing an umbrella against the wall. 
The agent performed the action with visible care. This might have confused the 
children and led to an erroneous label. However, virtually all adult controls used the 
proper troponym, suggesting that there was no decisive artefactual influence of the 
item presentation. The inverse substitution occurred as well, so we might infer that the 
spatial orientations that these verbs express constitute a particular challenge for 
children, especially the children with SLI. 
 
Let me return briefly to the hypernym doen. As I implicated, doen is a correct stand-in 
for stoppen. For the sake of uniformity it was analysed as a hypernym when it was 
used. There is, however, a contrast. Take these two examples: 
girl, SLI (9;1) het meisje doet wat in een envelop 
   the girl does something in an envelope 
   the girl puts something in an envelope 
boy, SLI (9;1) de meneer doet de paraplu tegen de muur aan 
   the gentleman does the umbrella against the wall on 
   ‘the gentleman puts the umbrella against the wall’ 
The first example is beyond reproach, while the second one is questionable, in the 
sense that the label is crucially underspecified, resulting in an error. This use is similar 
to what Rice and Bode (1993) called GAPverb overuse (meaning that “a subject used a 
frequently occurring verb inappropriately”, Rice & Bode, 1993:121). Substitution 
occurred most often in an ‘appropriate’ context. I mention this contrast because, by 
adhering to a strict criterion for the choice between hypernym and mismatch, there is a 
risk of errors being covered up: some hypernyms can rightfully be called mismatches. 
As Fellbaum (1993) mentions, the greater polysemy of verbs when compared to nouns 
is prominent in GAPverbs: these verbs are the most polysemous. It is possible that this 
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polysemy is confusing to children and results in extending the range of such a verb to 
senses for which it is not an appropriate label. 
 
Table 9.8. Number of substitution errors per group for ‘manner of putting’ verbs 
 
 Children with SLI VA matches 
opprikken > ophangen 19 19 
zetten > leggen 9 4 
leggen > zetten 7 1 
opprikken > opplakken 4 2 
gieten/schenken > gooien 
(‘throw’) 

3 2 

naaien > breien (‘knit’) 2 1 
naaien > vastmaken  (‘fix’) 1  2 

 
9.2.2.3 Manners of cutting 
 
knippen (‘cut with scissors’) 
buigen (‘bend’) 
scheuren (‘rip’) 
breken (‘break’) 
snijden (‘cut with a knife’) 
grasmaaien (‘lawn mowing’) 
 
The verbs that are gathered here have a cover meaning that Wordnet describes as 
‘separate, disunite, divide, part’. The one item that stands apart is buigen. When this 
action is performed on an object, it remains a whole, although its integrity is affected 
(the video showed a girl trying in vain to open a tin with a spoon, thereby deforming 
the spoon). The Dutch hypernymic particle verb kapotmaken (or its synonym 
stukmaken) allows for both: after bending a spoon, the spoon is not intact anymore, it 
is kapot. Perhaps a different description like ‘change integrity; change in physical 
make up; damage’ is more fit to cover all items. 
Table 9.9 shows that, for this item set, hypernym substitution was proportionately less 
frequent than with the two previous sets. This could signify that the two-part 
hypernym verb does not have the natural stand-in status that gaan and doen have. 
What Table 9.10 shows first of all, is the children’s tendency to use a periphrastic 
alternative to the verb buigen. This is true for both groups of children. Several other 
paraphrases of buigen besides the ones cited were produced (7 more among the 
language-impaired children, 3 with the normals). Four responses in the SLI group 
exchanged buigen for breken or vice versa, demonstrating frank errors rather than 
paraphrases of the actual action (none of the normal children produced a similar error). 
Among the normals, 16 out of 19 subjects labelled the action buigen. 
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Table 9.9. Response group totals for ‘manner of cutting’ verbs across items 
 
 Troponyms Hypernyms Mismatches Responses 

without a 
verbal 
predicate 

Irrelevant 
responses 

Children 
with SLI 

140 21 20 9 20 

VA matches 173 6 19 0 12 
 
Table 9.10. Number of substitution errors per group for ‘manner of cutting’ verbs 
 
 Children with SLI VA matches 
buigen > krom gaan (‘go 
bent’) 

72 7 

buigen > krom maken 
(‘make bent’) 

3 4 

snijden > scheuren met een 
mes (tear with a knife’) 

5 3 

 
9.2.2.4 Manners of cleaning 
 
boenen/dweilen (‘scrub’/’mop’) 
stofzuigen (‘hoover’) 
afwassen / afspoelen108 (‘rinse’) 
 
The Wordnet hypernym here is ‘clean, make clean’ and its translation is the particle 
verb schoonmaken. It must be said that the numbers of hypernyms should be watched 
critically: for the verb boenen the hypernym was almost always selected (including by 
all but two of the adult controls) so the item does not discriminate. It was maintained 
because, even when adult behaviour does not set a criterion, children’s response 
pattern is still prone to the patterns they adopt throughout (the few troponyms that 
were produced occurred in the VA responses).  Because only a few isolated examples 
of mismatches were found, there is no error pattern to be described for this set of 
verbs.   
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
108These verbs are equivalent troponyms. 
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Table 9.11. Response group totals for ‘manner of cleaning’ verbs across items 
 
 Troponyms Hypernyms Mismatches Responses 

without a 
verbal 
predicate 

Irrelevant 
responses 

Children 
with SLI 

46 53 5 0 1 

VA matches 60 43 2 0 0 
 
9.2.3 Conclusion 
 
Summarising, the response pattern shows that children with SLI rely on a broad range 
of non-troponymic and mismatched labels. A failure to fully equip a verb with specific 
lexical features is apparent from their frequent use of hypernyms and mismatches. 
Closer inspection of the mismatches points at individual features that children have 
trouble grasping, like the orientation in a ‘putting’ movement or the way in which an 
object is attached. While these differences are modest, they are indicative of problems 
in dealing with specific verbs; lexical underspecification is clearly a device that is 
adopted by children with SLI, though not by all of them. The method in this study is 
different from the Rice and Bode (1993) and Watkins et al. (1993) studies but the 
results illuminate the role of underspecified verbs in a different way. While these 
researchers investigated the role of GAPverbs as a strategy inherent in spontaneous 
language, in the present research, the children were faced with  the task of selecting 
the right label to describe a specific action. The advantage over spontaneous data is 
that the target is fixed and it is possible to analyse any deviance from the target in 
terms of features (not) accounted for. I have mentioned some discrepancies within the 
studies by Rice and her colleagues (including the Kelly, 1997, experimental study). A 
variable that has gone unmentioned so far is age: there is a difference in age between 
the children in the present study and Rice and Kelly’s subjects (they recruited pre-
schoolers). The evidence from the present study supports a role for hypernyms in the 
lexicon of school-age children but the use of hypernyms is complemented by 
mismatches that often show the child departing from the hypernym level but not 
getting the ‘tropos’ right. Of course, it is not possible to identify a strategy on the part 
of the children based on a naming task. Instead of stating that children ‘rely on’ 
hypernyms (a phrasing that has the connotation of a strategic choice to it), it  seems 
safer to just establish that children with SLI have a difficulty in matching an action 
with the proper verb.  
 
 
9.3 Verb specificity and argument structure 
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As I mentioned earlier, in the investigations by Rice and her colleagues a connection is 
drawn between a frequent use of hypernyms (GAPverbs) and a limited use of 
argument structures. Just like GAP verbs are used as stand-ins for specific verbs 
(troponyms), the argument structures of this limited set of verbs could take the place of 
the argument structures of more specific verbs. If we take this rationale a step further, 
we might predict that the complements of hypernyms are more consistently in place 
than the complements of troponyms. Rice (1991) refers to ‘pro-verb’ use as described 
by Bloom et al. (1980; Bloom, 1991). Bloom et al. singled out a set of verbs that 
consisted of the first items inflected by (normal) children. Rice’s suggestion is that 
GAPverbs have a similar role in the learning of argument structures. If the prediction 
is true, we should find that GAPverbs are accompanied by a more complete argument 
structure than troponyms are.  The vulnerability that was observed in the production of 
troponyms could extend to their complementation once they are produced. One way of 
exploring this prediction is by analysing verb complements separately for hypernyms 
and troponyms and draw a comparison between the two sets (because the mismatches 
are defined as competing troponyms under the same hypernym, mismatches are open 
for analysis as well). The most obvious candidate for such a comparison is the group 
of verbs that express a manner of putting. While the other three classes are made up of 
intransitive or monotransitive verbs, the ditransitive put-verbs require a direct object 
noun phrase as well as an oblique prepositional phrase. In addition (and this 
complicates things somewhat) the troponyms, not the hypernym, allow for the 
substitution of the prepositional phrase by a particle. 
Table 9.12 takes every relevant response class (T, H and M) and for each class shows 
the percentage of each complementation type (zero complements were not included: 
such a response could also reflect the fact that the child recognised only the request for 
an action name instead of intending an intransitive frame).  
What the results reveal is that the children with SLI (just like the children in the 
control group) added more complex complements to GAPverbs than to troponymic 
verbs. This supports the hypothesis that these children  perform more consistently 
where the argument structure of hypernyms is concerned. Hypernyms could act as pro-
verbs. While that particular hypothesis requires longitudinal methods (are pro-verbs 
complemented before troponyms?) it seems that NPPP complements are a solid part of 
the argument structure of the hypernym doen, but are not yet consistently used after 
troponyms. With troponyms, the language-impaired children more often resort to 
sentences with a particle as the stand-in for the full prepositional phrase. The SLI 
children exhibit a consistent pattern groupwise, whether the verb is prompted (as in the 
experiments described in Chapter 8) or not. 
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Table 9.12. Complementation type by specificity category, for ‘manner of putting’ 
verbs 
 
Children 
with SLI 

NP PP NP P NP P PP 

T 56% 32% 7% 3% 2% 
H 93% 5%   2% 
M 50% 39% 9% 2%  

 
VA matches NP PP NP P NP P PP 
T 71% 21% 6% 1% 1% 
H 98%   2%  
M 47% 35% 9% 3% 6% 

  
Returning to the rationale that Rice (1991) has adopted to manufacture a bridge 
between lexical acquisition and argument structure, it is at least clear that there is a 
strong association: the verbs that are used less frequently by children with SLI (the 
troponyms) also receive a less complex complement. Still, it seems hard to separate 
the influence of lexicon from the influence of argument structure. If troponyms are 
more of a challenge in the acquisition of lexical items, the contents of the lemmas of 
these verbs - this has been advocated by Leonard et al. (1982) - may be incomplete. 
Troponyms, verbs that are also not as frequent as hypernyms, may have left fewer 
‘traces’ in the child’s lexicon. By hypothesising that GAP verbs prefigure the 
argument structures of more specific verbs, we run the risk of accepting a metaphor 
that underrepresents the importance of verb lemma information. It is precisely the verb 
lemma that carries subcategorisation information. Although the child, in learning 
‘general’ verbs can become acquainted with the range of verb complements in the 
target language, the argument structure of individual verbs is still to be learned.  




